Phosphatidylcholine-fatty acid membranes. I. Effects of protonation, salt concentration, temperature and chain-length on the colloidal and phase properties of mixed vesicles, bilayers and nonlamellar structures.
The phase and colloidal properties of phosphatidylcholine/fatty acid (PC/FA) mixed vesicles have been investigated by optical methods, acid-base titration, and theoretically as a function of temperature (5-80 degrees C), molar lipid ratio (0-1), lipid chain length (C14-C18), headgroup ionization (1.5 less than or equal to pH less than or equal to 10), vesicle concentration (0.05-32 mumol vesicle.dm-3, and ionic strength (0.005 less than or equal to J less than or equal to 0.25). Increasing the fatty acid concentration in PC bilayers causes the phase transition temperatures (at 4 less than or equal to pH less than or equal to 5) to rise until, for more than 2 FA molecules per PC molecule, the sample turbidity exhibits only two transitions corresponding to the chain-melting of the 1:2 stoichiometric complexes of PC/FA, and pure fatty acid. The former transition is into a nonlamellar phase and is accompanied by extremely rapid vesicle aggregation (with association rates on the order of Ca approximately 10(7) dm3.mol-1.s-1) and massive lipid precipitation. Fluid-phase vesicles with less than 2 FA per PC associate much more slowly (Ca approximately 10(3) dm3.mol-1.s-1), their aggregation being comparable to that of the ordered-phase liposomes. Under no conditions was the relation between the fatty acid concentration and the vesicle association rate for the fluid-phase vesicles linear. In contrast to the X-ray diffraction data, optical measurements reveal a 'pretransitional region' between the chain-melting temperature of the PC component and the temperature at which the gross transformation into a nonlamellar phase sets in. This is seen for all lipid mixtures investigated. On the relative temperature scale, lipids with different chain lengths behave qualitatively similarly; however, the effective association constants determined for samples of constant lipid concentration seem to decrease somewhat with the number of CH2 groups per chain. Fatty acid protonation, which yields electrically neutral bilayers, invariably increases the rate of vesicle association; we have measured, for example, Ca approximately 10(2) at pH approximately 7 and Ca approximately 10(7) dm3.mol-1.s-1 at pH approximately 4). Protonation of the phosphatidylcholine phosphate groups, which causes a net positive charge to accumulate on the lipid vesicles, initially increases (Ca approximately 10(8) dm3.mol-1.s-1) but ultimately decreases (Ca approximately 10(7) dm3.mol-1.s-1) the rate of association between PC/FA (1:2) mixed vesicles.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)